



2010 | Damien Minton Gallery, Sydney 
Aerial Lace
2011 | Sensorial Loop: 1st Tamworth Textile Triennial
Textiles contribute to a social and cultural landscape and their evocative 
power conjures different emotions and experiences.
Lace Narratives and Aerial Lace explore memory, place and identity. This 
series of work in contemporary lace seeks to extend metaphorical and material 
translations of lace. It reflects on the experience of migration and the process of 
cultural assimilation. 
Lace Narratives and Aerial Lace make up a collective story of connection to 
country and place within a changing Australian landscape. The work draws from 
the past and re-interprets memory as a textile narrative through innovative 
combinations of traditional natural dyes and photographic transfer processes. 
The lace is created with a unique process of machine embroidery onto a soluble 
substrate. 
Lace Narratives was a featured exhibition in Sydney Design Week 2010. Its 
theme was story telling as a human act. The National Gallery of Victoria, 
Melbourne has acquired a selection of the work and it has become part of the 
National Living Artist Trust Fund that houses a collection of over 350 Austral-
ian artists. 
Aerial Lace was selected for Sensorial Loop, the 1st Tamworth Textile Trien-
nial. Curated by Patrick Snelling the exhibition featured the work of 22 textile 
artists and included a catalogue and artist talks. Participation in an event of this 
scale signifies the level of cultural recognition the work received nationally.
Aerial Lace was selected as a case study of contemporary lace practice in the 
publication Lace: Here: Now, edited by Amanda Briggs-Goode and Deborah 
Dean (Black Dog, London, 2013).
















1. Lace Narratives exhibition invita-
tion 01, front and back
2. Sun Herald Review, Sunday, 
August 1, 2010, Culture
Landscapes sweeter from afar, Lace 
Works, Andrew Taylor, pp 29
3. Sydney Morning Herald Review 
The Sydney magazine 
issue 88 August 2010
Cecilia Heffer – Lace Narratives, 
Annemarie Lopez, pp 89
4. Sydney Design Catalogue Power-
house Museum
5. Sydney Design Lace Narratives in 









































2. Artist statement included in 
catalogue
3. List of galleries where the exhibi-
tion toured nationally 2011-2013
1.
3.
3.2.
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CECILIA HEFFER
Aerial Lace
 
Supporting evidence
Sensorial Loop invitation
Weblink:
http://www.tamworthregionalgal-
lery.com.au/triennial.php
